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Q 1. INTRODUCTION 
THE SMOOTH vector fields on a smooth manifold A4 form a Lie algebra Vect(M) under the 
bracket. Gelfand and Fuchs[7-91 have studied the Lie algebra cohomology of Vect(M), which 
they define by means of a cochain algebra A(M), where Ak(M) is the vector space of 
continuous R-multilinear maps 
Vect(M) X - - - ’ X Vect(A4) + C, 
+k+ 
and the differential d: Ak(M) + Ak+‘(A4) is defined by the formula 
‘Continuous’ refers to the usual c topology on Vect(M). (Actually Gelfand and Fuchs 
considered the cohomology with real coefficients, but we have found it convenient to change 
from R to C.) 
In this paper we shall prove that when M is either a compact manifold or the interior of a 
compact manifold with boundary the cohomology of Vect(M) is the same as that of the space 
of continuous cross-sections of a certain natural fibre bundle EM on M associated to its tangent 
bundle. The fibre of EM is an open manifold F whose cohomology is that of Vect(R”). The 
result was conjectured independently by Fuchs and the first author, and has also been proved 
by Haefliger [ 1 l] and Trauber by different methods. 
The history of the present proof is roughly as follows. Gelfand and Fuchs in their first highly 
original papers considered only vector fields with compact supports. They observed that the 
cochains of the Lie algebra can be regarded as distributions, and they obtained their results by 
studying the natural filtration of the cochains by the dimension of their supports. Our plan has 
been to work with general vector fields on non-compact manifolds, so that they can be 
restricted to open submanifolds. This enables us to prove the theorem by first considering the 
case of R” and then using a patching-together process. We treat R” by a contraction argument 
which we think illuminates the essential homotopy-invariance of the Lie algebra cohomology 
(cf. Prop. (2.1)). It turns out that the Lie algebra of all vector fields on R” has the same 
cohomology as the jets of vector fields at a single point, i.e., the “formal vector fields” at the 
origin in R”. Given the validity of the local result it seemed, especially in view of Anderson’s 
calculation of the cohomology of mapping spaces [l], that a fairly simple patching argument 
should prove the conjecture. But there were two difficulties: first the technical difhculty that the 
patching involved surprisingly delicate questions of convergence, and secondly the fundamental 
dithculty that there seemed to be no map relating the Lie algebra cohomology to that of a space 
of sections. A solution of these difhculties along the lines presented here was devised, more or 
less, by the second author in 1974, and has been gradually improved by the authors jointly since 
then. It is still not very satisfying. 
It may be worth commenting on the relationship between our approach and others. 
Haefliger’s framework is Sullivan’s explicit algebraic model of the rational homotopy category 
in terms of minimal ditrerential graded algebras. Roughly one can say that he constructs on the 
one hand a minimal model for the Lie algebra cochains and on the other hand a minimal model 
for the homotopy type of the space of sections, and proves that the two models are actually 
isomorphic. An advantage of his approach is that it incorporates an explicit calculation of the 
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cohomology, at least for manifolds whose Pontrjagin classes vanish. Our method, on the other 
hand, is more self-contained, and relates the Gelfand-Fuchs cochains comparatively directly to 
the cochain algebra of the space of sections. It has the advantage of incorporating a proof that 
the cohomology is finite dimensional, a result due to Gelfand and Fuchs in the case of vector 
fields with compact supports. 
Trauber’s method is to use the Gelfand-Fuchs filtration. Its relation to Haefliger’s approach 
is roughly that of Quillen’s [ 131 to Sullivan’s [16] treatment of the rational homotopy category. 
Concerning the general nature of the problem one can say the following. If it were possible 
to associate a classifying space Bg naturally to a Lie algebra 4 so that H*(g) = H*(Bg) then the 
theorem would be rather easy. For the points of the principal bundle P of a Riemannian 
manifold M define exponential maps R” + A4 which induce homomorphisms of Lie algebras 
Vect(M)-+ V,, where V,, is the forma1 vector fields at 0 in R”. Applying the functor B would 
give a map P +Map(BVect(M); BV,) equivariant with respect to the action of 0, on P and 
BV,. By adjunction we should have BVect(M)+Mapo,(P; BV,). But Mapo,(P; BV,) is the 
space of sections of a bundle on M with fibre BV,, associated to P. One could hope that the last 
map was a cohomology equivalence. 
But unfortunately no such classifying space functor g 4 Bg can possibly exist. If it did there 
would be a natural integral lattice in the cohomology of a Lie algebra. In fact Bg exists as a real 
homotopy type, but then it is its “continuous” cohomology that is relevant for us. To make 
clear the significance of this we should point out that our result is closely related to the fact that 
the cohomology of the Lie algebra fl of a reductive Lie group G is (with complex coefficients) 
that of the complexification GC of G as a space, by the maps 
(cochains of 9) = (invariant forms on G) 
= (holomorphic invariant forms on Gc)C (forms on Gc). 
On the other hand if one associates a simplicial set abstractly to the cochains of g following 
Sullivan’s general prescription[l6] one gets the quotient by G of the usual singular complex of 
G. The homotopy type of this is (EG8 x G)/Gs, where Ga is G with the discrete topology and 
EG8 is its universal space. This is the homotopical fibre of the map BG” + BG, and there seems 
to be no obvious relation between it and Gc. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In 92 we study A(R”), proving in particular that its 
cohomology is finite dimensional. In 83 we construct the manifold F whose cohomology is that 
of A@“). In §4 we construct our fundamental map. In 05 we describe without proof how to 
construct a cochain algebra representing a mapping space or a space of sections. The result 
here is essentially due to Anderson[l], but we give a self-contained treatment which we hope is 
of some interest in its own right. The main theorem is stated in $6, and proved module a 
convergence lemma whose proof is postponed to 98. The result of 85 is proved in 97. 
52.THE CASE OF EUCLIDEAN SPACE 
The radial contractions Tt: R” + R” defined by T,(x) = tx (for 0 < t I 1) induce endomor- 
phisms of A(R”) which induce the identity on cohomology. For inner automorphisms of a Lie 
algebra induce the identity on its cohomology, and as the one-parameter group of diff- 
eomorphisms {T,} is generated by a vector field p the derivative with respect to f of the action 
of r, on A(R”) comes from the inner automorphism of Vect(R”) defined by p. (This will be 
made more explicit in the proof of (2.2) below.) 
Now for any manifold M an element of A4(M), being a multilinear function on smooth 
vector fields on M, can be thought of as a distribution with compact support on the product of 4 
copies of M, with values in some appropriate vector bundle. The contractions Tt replace the 
cocycles of A(R”) by cohomologous ones with smaller support. 
It follows from this that, 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If U is a star-shaped open set of R” then A(U)+ A(R”) is a cohomology 
equivalence. 
But it is natural to ask whether one can pass to the limit as t + 0 and obtain cocycles whose 
support is a single point. We shah prove that that is so. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let AO(R”) be the subalgebra of A(R”) consisting of cochains whose 
support is the origin. Then the inclusion AO(R”) + A(R”) is a cohomology equivalence. 
Remark. Associating to a vector field on R” its Taylor expansion at the origin is a 
continuous surjection of Lie algebras from Vect(R”) to the algebra V” of formal vector fields 
at the origin in R”. The subalgebra AO(R”) is exactly the continuous cochain algebra of V”. It 
has a purely algebraic description, as we shall see in 03. 
Proof of 2.2. We shall actually prove considerably more, namely that the cohomology class 
of a cochain (r is determined by its values on a certain finite dimensional space of polynomial 
vector fields. 
Let us write V for R”. A vector field on V is an element of 8(V) @ V, where 8’(V) is the 
smooth real-valued functions on V. So an element of A’(V) is a continuous linear map 
E(V)-+ V*, and more generally an element of A’(V) is a continuous multilinear map 
(Y: %(V)x. * * x q V)-+( v*p 
+q-+ 
which is alternating in the obvious sense. (Note that as we are using complex coefficients the 
dual V* means HomR( V; C).) In this notation da is the multilinear map obtained by making 
alternating the map 
where {e?} is the 
(fl, . . ..fq+*)~~a(~.i..f~,...,fq+,)~e~, 
standard basis of V*. 
+4+ 
Let P, be the finite dimensional subspace of 8’(V) 0. . . @ 8(V) spanned by all elements 
flO-*-Ofq, where fl....,fq are polynomials such that Z degree cfi) 5 q. If Apq( V) denotes 
the alternating linear maps P, + (V * a4 ) the preceding formula for d defines d: Apq( V)+ 
Apq+‘( V), making A,=(V) a quotient cochain complex of A(V). Let B(V) be the kernel of 
A(V)+Ap(V). 
LEMMA 2.3. B(V) is acyclic, and hence A(V) + AP( V) is a cohomology equivalence. 
Remark. Because Apq( V) is finite dimensional this implies that the cohomology groups of 
A(V) are finite dimensional. 
Proof. In the above notation the contraction Tt: V+ V acts on A(V) by ( Tta)Cfl, . . ., f,) = 
t-qa(T:fl,. . ., TFf,). If (Y E B(V) then T,a + 0 as t + 0, for if f vanishes to order k at the origin 
then TFf is O(t’) as t + 0, and any function f is the sum of a polynomial of degree k - 1 and a 
function which vanishes to order k. (In fact B(V) consists precisely of all (Y E A(V) such that 
T,a+O as t+O.) 
Now because the group of diffeomorphisms {Tt} is generated by a vector field p on V the 
derivative T,-’ * t(d/dt)T, is the Lie derivative B(p): A(V)+ A(V) along p. (One has t(dldt) 
rather than d/dt because the group T, is written multiplicatively rather than additively.) But for 
any Lie algebra 
B(P) = i(p) d + Wp), 
where i(p): A(V) + A( V) is the inner product with p. So 
$T,a=H,da+dHp. 
where H, = t-‘T,i(p) = i(p)t-‘T,. Then if T,a is O(t) as f +O we have 
a = TIa - T0a = K da + d Ka, 
where Ka = i(p) &’ t-’ T,a - df. Thus K is a contracting homotopy for B(V). 
Conclusion of proof of (2.1). AP( V) is a quotient of A,(V) as well as of A( V). The kernel of 
A,( V) + AP( V) is &(V) = B(V) n Ao( V). But the contracting homotopy K preserves B,(V), so 
A,(V)-, AP( V) is a cohomology equivalence as well as A(V) + AP( V). 
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Compfemenr. The preceding argument can clearly be applied not only to R” but to a finite 
disjoint union of copies of R”, and then will prove that the inclusion A&L” R”) + A(fik R”) is a 
cohomology equivalence, where 1~~ R” means R”u. . . . . a R” and A&a& R”) means the cochains 
tk+ 
whose supports involve only the origins in the various R”‘s. This remark allows us to avoid 
using a Ktinneth theorem for topological vector spaces, for AO(ak R”) is just the algebraic 
tensor product AO(Rn)@‘, and its cohomology is H*(A,,(R”))@’ by the ordinary Ktinneth 
theorem. 
43. THE MANIFOLD F 
Our next task is to construct a smooth manifold F whose cohomology is the same as that of 
A(R”). More precisely we shall construct F and a cochain algebra A and maps of cochain 
algebras 
A(R”) +- A + a(F) 
which induce isomorphisms of cohomology. (Here R(F) denotes the differential forms on F). 
But we shall need to construct F so that the orthogonal group G = 0, acts on it compatibly with 
its natural action on A(R”). To explain this entails digressing to outline the theory of group 
actions on cochain algebras developed by Cartan in [3]. 
Definition (3.1). To say that a Lie group G acts on a topological cochain algebra A means 
that 
(i) G acts smoothly on A by automorphisms, in the obvious sense, and 
(ii) for each 6 in the Lie algebra g of G there is given an antiderivation i(s): A + A of degree 
- 1 such that d i(t) + i(f) d = e(t), where e(t) is the derivation of degree 0 got by differentiating 
the G-action along the tangent vector 6 at the identity, and 
(iii) i(g * 5) = g * i(t) * g-‘, where g - 5 denotes the adjoint action of G E G on 4 E 8. 
A G-homomorphism of algebras vith such G-action is one which commutes with the 
derivations i(l) for all (Eg, as well as with the elements of G. 
If G acts on a manifold X it acts on both a(X) and A(X) in the sense of (3.1). 
The G-cochain algebras we shall encounter resemble the algebra of differential forms on a 
smooth principal G-bundle P. In that case the G-action on P identifies fl with a subspace of the 
tangent space to P at each point, and one can choose an embedding o: g* +0’(P) such that 
i(&(a) = (a, 6) for 5 E Q, (r E g*. One can even make o G-equivariant. To do so is exactly to 
choose a connection in P in the classical sense: one often thinks of w as a G-invariant element 
of a’(P; 9). It is explained in [3] that w extends canonically to a G-homomorphism of cochain 
algebras W *n(P), where W is the Wed algebra of G. 
Definition (3.2). The Weil algebra W of G is Ag*@Sg* as algebra, where the exterior 
algebra Ag* is generated by l-forms (Y Eg*, and the symmetric algebra Sg* by 2-forms R, for 
a Eg*. 
Its differential is defined by da = d,a + a,, where d,a E A*g* is the differential of a in the 
cochain complex of the Lie algebra g. 
Its G-action is defined by making i(l) (for 5 E 9) act as the obvious anti-derivation on Ag*, and 
trivtally on Sg*. 
The classical theory makes the following definition reasonable. 
Definition (3.3). A connection in a G-cochain algebra A is a G-homomorphism W+ A, 
where W is the Weil algebra of G. 
In the case of the forms on a principal bundle P choosing a connection permits one to 
identify R(P) as an algebra with Ag*@&,,&‘), where &,,,&‘) is the horizontal forms on P, 
i.e. those annihilated by i(r) for all [Eg. (But notice that &,ti(P) is not closed under d.) In 
other words the connection W +0(P) induces an isomorphism of algebras W @se* f&&P)+ 
R(P). This motivates 
Definition (3.4). A G-cochain algebra A with a connection W+A is standard if 
W ase. A,,,,,+= + A is an isomorphism. 
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If A is a G-cochain algebra its basic subalgebra A basic consists of the G-invariant horizontal 
elements. Unlike Ahoriz it is closed under d. If A = a(P), where P is a principal G-bundle, then 
Abasic can be identified with Q(P/G). In the case of the Weil algebra Wbasic is the invariant part 
of so*, which we shall call C. When G = GL,(R) it is well-known that C is the polynomial 
algebra on a sequence of elements ci of dimension 2i(l 5 i I n), called the universal Chern 
classes. The differential is zero. 
A connection W+ A in a G-cochain algebra induces a G-homomorphism of cochain 
algebras W @c Abasic 3 A. The only technical result we need here is 
PRO~OSITLON (3.5). 1f G is connected and reductiue, and A is a standard G-cochain algebra 
which us G-module is the sum of isotypicul pieces corresponding to finite dimensional ir- 
reducible G-modules then W & Abasic +A induces an isomorphism of cohomology. Futiher- 
more a G-homomorphism A+A’ of such algebras induces an isomorphism of cohomology if 
Abasic + ALasi= does. 
We shall leave the proof to the end of this section. One situation to which the proposition 
applies is when G is compact and A = a(P) is the forms on a principal G-bundle. Then it is an 
algorithm for calculating H*(P) from fl(P/G) and the characteristic classes C+Q(P/G). 
Cartan[3] proved a slightly different result, which is much more useful for calculation, namely 
that there is a cohomology equivalence E@cAbasic + A, where E = 1I@ C as algebra, and A is 
the exterior algebra on elements el, . . ., e, with dei = Ct. Unfortunately that is of no use here as 
E is not a G-algebra. 
The aigebra A&R”) of continuous cochains on the Lie algebra V, of formal vector fields at 
the origin in R” is a G-cochain algebra, where G = GL,(R), because the Lie algebra 9 of G is a 
subalgebra of V,. It has a natural connection, which makes it a standard G-algebra, because 
there is a G-stable splitting V, = g @ W. In fact one can decompose V,, as , y_, Vn’, where Vnk > 
is the part which is homogeneous of degree k under radial expansion, and g = Vno and 
W = JIoVnk. Gelfand and Fuchs[9] calculated Ao(R”)baic, and proved it is generated by the 
characteristic classes, more precisely, 
PROPOW~ON (3.6) (Gelfand-Fuchs). The connection W -+ Ao(R”) induces an isomorphism 
c+ Ao(R”)b,,i,, where c is the quotient of the polynomial algebra C = WbaSic on cl,. . . . c, by the 
ideal of all elements of dimension greater than 2n. 
We shall not prove this here (cf. [lo]), but shall make some remarks about the proof. V, has 
the topological basis {xi, . . . xjk(d/dxi)}, where (i, jo, . . ., jk) runs through the (k + 2)-tuples such 
that jo<jl 5 - - - 5 jk. Let (&,. .d be the dual basis of V $. Then A = A,(R”) is the exterior 
algebra on the OiO.. jk, and A hotiz is generated by those with k# 0. The connection forms are the 
8/, and from the relation de/ = x0; A 8: + xek A e;k it follows that the curvature forms (the 
images of the generators of Sg* C W) are given by a/ = CBk A &. From invariant theory (cf. 
[2]) one knows that Abasic is generated by completely contracted expressions such as 
fin = xnj; A . . . A fli = xejl A . . . h ejn h Q, h . . . h eiyjn. 
Because f$, jk is symmetric in its lower indices it is easy to see that it cannot occur in any 
invariant expression if k > 1, and that any invariant is a polynomial in R1, . . ., a,. These are 
essentially the Chern classes. The difficult step is to see that there are no relations among them 
except the obvious vanishing of expressions of dimension greater than 2n. 
In view of (3.5) if we could find a manifold B with a cohomology equivalence c + n(B) we 
could construct a bundle on B whose cohomology would be that of A&R”). But is enough to 
find B and a cochain algebra M with equivalences c tM + Q(B). In fact any manifold B 
whose cohomology ring is f? will do, for Sullivan’s theory[l6] shows that there is a unique 
minimal cochain algebra A4 (in his sense) whose cohomology is c, and this M will automatically 
map to c and n(B). In other words the rational homotopy type of B is completely determined 
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by its cohomology ring. There is in any case a natural candidate for B. The complex 
Grassmannian G “,zn of n-dimensional subspaces of C2” has its cohomology ring generated by 
the Chern classes cl,. . ., cn, and there are no relations between them up to dimension 2n. It also 
has a natural cell decomposition given by its Schubert cells, which are complex manifolds and 
hence even-dimensional. The union B,, of all the Schubert cells of G,.*, of dimension 52n has 
the desired cohomology ring C. But as B0 is an algebraic variety with singularities we take B to 
be an open neighborhood of &, in Gn,*,, to get a smooth manifold. 
One further point needs to be mentioned. One cannot apply (3.5) to the forms on a principal 
G-bundle when G is not compact, as the condition about finite-dimensional irreducible 
G-modules does not hold. But with complex coeficients (which we are using) the Weil algebras 
of GL,(R) and U,, are identical, for invariant forms on either can be identified with holomor- 
phic invariant forms on GL,(C). So we define F to be the natural principal U,,-bundle on the 
partial Grassmannian B, and then have cohomology equivalences 
Ao(R”)+ W@&- W&M-+ W&R(B)-+fl(F), 
where W is the common Weil algebra of GL,(R) and U,. The basic subalgebra of W is C with 
respect to any of the three groups CL,(R), GL,‘(R), U,. (GL,+(R) is the identity component of 
GL,(R).) And the basic subalgebra of A,(R”) is C for both GIL,(R) and GL,,+(R). So the two 
maps on the right are U,-equivalences by (3.5), and the two on the left are GL,‘(R)- 
equivalences by (3.9, and hence GL,(R)-equivalences. Thus all the maps are compatible with 
0, = GIL,(R) n U,, and, taking A = W oc A4 we have the desired O,-equivalences 
AO(R”) + A + fl( F). 
We conclude this section by giving the proof of Proposition (3.5). 
We are given that A = Afl*@A,,oriz. Then A has a filtration A = A03 AI 3 -42 3.. ., where 
A, = @ Afl*@A&,tiZ, which is compatible with d. It is easy to check that the differential 
4”P 
induced in the associated graded algebra gr A makes gr A into C*(fl; A,,&, the cochain algebra 
of the Lie algebra fl acting on the graded fl-module Ahoiz. Thus there is a spectral sequence 
H*(fl; &n-d 3 H*(A). 
On the other hand the horizontal part of W @CAbsic is Sfl* @CAbsicy so there is a similar 
spectral sequence 
H*(fl; SO* &Absic)+ H*(W&Absic)r 
and a map from the second to the first. But for a reductive algebra fl and a finite dimensional 
simple g-module M the cohomology. H*(g; M) is zero unless fl acts trivially on M. As the 
g-invariant part of Sfl* @CAbsic is C @CAbasic = Abasic, which coincides with the invariant part 
of Ahoriz, the two spectral sequences have the same &term H*(fl; R) @ Abasic, and so 
H*( W @cAba& - H*(A). The last assertion of (3.5) follows from the fact that the &term 
of the spectral sequence is H*(fl; R) @ H*(Absic)- 
53. THEFWNDAMENTALMAP 
Suppose that M and N are smooth manifolds of the same dimension n, and let P be a 
smooth family of immersions of M in N. That is, there is a smooth map f: P x A4 + N such that 
f, = flp x M is an immersion for each p in P. The purpose of this section is to show that f 
induces a homomorphism of cochain algebras f: A(M)+ fi(P ; A(N)). The object on the right is 
the bigraded algebra of differential forms on P with coefficients in A(N). Its differential is the 
sum of the de Rham differential dp in R(P) and the Lie algebra differential d,., in A(N). 
Before constructing { we shall make some general remarks about it. First, if one restricts it 
to a point p E P the result is the map A(M) + A(N) induced by fp If one composes it with the 
augmentation A(N)+ C one obtains a map A(M)+fk(P) which is also familar. For recall 
that for any foliation of P x A4 of codimension n which is transversal to the fibres of the 
projection P x M-, P there is a “characteristic class” homomorphism A(M)+f&P). Our map 
is associated to the foliation of P X M by the fibres of f: P x M + N. 
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If G is a Lie group the product G x G + G induces a map R(G) + a( G x G) = fi(G ; R(G)). 
Restricting this to forms invariant under the right action of G it becomes A@) + R(G; A(g)), for 
the right-invariant forms on G are the cochains of its Lie algebra 8. The map we shall construct 
is an analogue of this. For f: P x M + N induces a map P x Imm(N; N) + Imm(M; N) which is 
equivariant with respect to the monoid Imm(N; N). (“Imm” denotes a space of immersions.) 
But A(M) and A(N) can be thought of as in some sense the differential forms on Imm(M; N) 
and Imm(N; N) which are left-invariant under Imm(N; N). 
The construction is as follows. The tangent space to Imm(M; N) at any point can be identi- 
fied with the vector fields on M. For if ft: M + N is a one-parameter family of immersions then 
m -+ {Dft(m)-‘(dldt)f,(m)}I = I ,, is a vector field on M. Accordingly, given a family f,: M + N 
parametrized by p E P one can associate to each tangent vector to P a vector field on M. I.e. 
one has a map wP: P +Vect(M) for each p E P. On the other hand f, induces f$: Vect(N)+ 
Vect(M). Now elements of O(P; A(N)) can be thought of as functions which to each point p of 
P associate a multi-linear alternating form on T,P @ Vect(N). Starting with a E A(M) we get 
such a function by composing a with the family of maps (-oP) Off: T,P @ Vect(N)-+ 
Vect(M). This defines a homomorphism of algebras f: A(M)+R(P; A(N)). We have to prove 
that it is compatible with the differentials. It is enough to do so for elements of A’(M), for their 
products are dense in A(M), and the differentials are antiderivations. 
We shall think of the maps o,, as constituting a l-form w on P with values in Vect(M), and 
of the fz as a O-form with values in Hom(A(M); A(N)). Then the definition of w can be 
re-expressed as dPf = -f e e(w), where e(w) is thought of as a l-form with values in 
End(A(M)). Applying dp to this definition gives the “Maurer-Cartan” relation dpO(W) = 
-6(o) A 0(o), because f is injective at each point. Alternatively expressed, dw = -i[w, 01. 
For a E A’(M) we have defined fa = f. a - a(o). So 
dfcr = dPf. a + d,ja - dpQ(u) (for dA = 0 on A’(N)) 
0~01) 
1 




because for p E A*(M) one has f/3 = f - (1 - i(o) + ii(o)i(o)) . p. (The general formula, of 
course, is p = f - exp (-i(o)).) 
To conclude this section we need one more remark. If a Lie group G acts on P and N so 
that f: P x M + N is equivariant then R(P ; A(N)) is a G-cochain-algebra in the sense of 03 and 
f: A(M)+,Q(P; A(N)) has its image contained in O(P; A(N)b,,. Indeed the image consists of 
G-invariant elements by the naturality of the construction, and of horizontal elements because f 
is induced by maps (-up) aft: T,,P @ Vect(N)+ Vect(M) which vanish on the image of g. 
OS. COCHAINS FOR MAPPING SPACES AND SPACES OF SECTIONS 
In this section we shall describe how to construct a cohain algebra from which the 
cohomology of. a mapping space, or more generally the space of cross-sections of a fibre 
bundle, can be calculated. 
Let us begin for simplicity with the space of maps X + Y, where X is a space which has an 
open covering u = { Uo}oES by contractible sets all of whose finite intersections are also 
contractible or empty. We shall call such a u a contractible coveting. We write U, = 
u,n** ‘flUa, whena={ao,..., a,} is a subset of S, and also D I T to denote a > 7, so that 
u171$ u,c u,. 
The covering u has a nerve, which is the simplicial set C whose set of p-simplexes Z, is the 
set of chains sol. e -I a, of finite subsets of S such that U,, is non-empty. (Of course, this is 
the barycentric subdivision of what is usually called the nerve.) 
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We shall prove that in appropriate circumstances the cohomology of the mapping space Yx 
is the total cohomology of a double complex 
C( YZ) = {C( Y”0) +- C( YZl) + C( YZ2) + * . *} 
where Y’.p denotes the product of a collection of copies of Y indexed by the set xP of 
p-complexes of the nerve of u. The horizontal differential in C( Y’) comes from the boundary 
operators in the nerve C. C can denote any reasonable kind of cochains. 
To make this more precise it is best to divide the construction into two steps. Using the 
simplicial set (2,) we constructed a couatiant functor [p]-, Y’p from the category of finite 
ordered sets to spaces. Such a functor is called a cosimpliciul space. To any cosimplicial space 
[p] * 2, is associated a space 121, called its realization. This is defined as the subspace of the 
product II0 Z~Ap consisting of all sequences aP : Ap + 2, such that the diagram 
Ap--% Z, 
8* 1 4 e. 
Aq(14_ 2, 
commutes for ail simplicial operations 8: [p]+[q]. (Here Ap denotes the standard p-simplex.) 
With this definition we have the following tautology. 
PROPOSITION (5.1). The realization of the cosimpficiul space [p] + Y’p is exactly the space of 
maps from the realization of the simpliciul set [p]-,Xp to Y. That is IY’( = Y”‘. 
For a contractible covering u the nerve JC] is homotopy equivalent to X (cf. [14, (4.1)] and 
[15, (A-l)]), so then Yx = I YEI. 
If 2 is a simpliciuf space, i.e. a contravariant functor [p]-, 2, it is well known that the 
cohomology of its realization is that of the double complex {C”(Z,)}. What we need here is an 
analogous statement for cosimplical spaces, but it is very much more delicate, and not true 
without restrictive hypotheses. 
The first thing to notice is that taking the cochains on a cosimplical space 2 gives one a 
simplicial cochain complex [p]-, C(Z,), i.e. an array of groups 
where Cpq = C”(Z,). In the total complex Cpq has degree 4 - p, so in general there will be terms 
with both positive and negative total degree, whereas the cohomology of ]Z] is by definition all 
of positive degree. In any case we must be quite precise about the definition of the total 
complex. 
Definition (5.2). The realization ICI of a simplicial cochain complex C = {Cog C, f . - -} is 
the total cochain complex of the normalized bicomplex {Co + C, c C1 t . - e), whose vertical 
differentials are those of the cochain complexes C, and whose horizontal differentials are the 
alternating sums of the simplicial operations di: C, + C,_,. 
Normalized means that C,, has been replaced by C, = C,/C,““““, where CPdege” is the sum of 
the images of the degeneracy operations si: C,_, + C,. The total complex of the bicomplex has 
by definition in degree r the direct sum (not the product) of the Cpq for 9 - p = r. 
We want a theorem asserting that the realization ]C(Z)] of the cochains on a cosimplicial 
space Z has the same cohomology as the realization ]Z]. Applying it to Z = Y’ will give the 
desired model for the cochains of the mapping space Y”‘. 
Before stating the result we should mention multiplicative properties. We should like to 
consider not cochain complexes but cochain algebras, for in the light of the theories of 
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Quillen [13] and Sullivan[l6] commutative cochain algebras over the real numbers or the 
rationals can be thought of as real or rational homotopy types. If C is simplicial cochain algebra 
its realization [Cl is also an algebra, the product being defined by “Eilenberg-Zilber shuffles”. 
That is, the product of x E Cp4; and y E C;; is defined as Z sign(e) - l?fx - O,*y in C,“@~ where 
0 = (e,, &): [pl+pz]+[pl] x [p2] runs through all (p,, p&uffles. If each of the algebras C, is 
commutative then the product in ]C] is also commutative. (This is of course in contrast with the 
non-commutative Alexander-Whitney product which applies to cosimplicial algebras.) 
If X is a smooth manifold its de Rham complex n(X) is a convenient commutative cochain 
complex which represents its homotopy type over the real numbers. The simplest commutative 
cochain complex for a general space seems to be the singular de Rham complex, for which a 
q-cochain is a compatible collection of elements of fiq(A’), one for each singular simplex 
A’+X. This is discussed in [17]. Proposition (5.9) below enables us to pass rather freely 
between different kinds of cochains. 
We shall suppose at any rate that our cochains are such that there are natural integration 
maps J~P: Cp+,(Ap x X) + Cq(X) for any space X satisfying t-l)! d Jh, a = J*P da - JahP a and 
vanishing on elements pulled back from Ap-’ x X by degeneracy maps Ap + Ape’. Then for any 
cosimplicial space 2 the natural maps Ap x Iz]+ 2, induce homomorphisms Cp+q(Zp)+ C”(]Z]) 
which fit together to define a cochain map IC(Z)l-+ C(JZl). It is even simple to check that this is 
a homomorphism of algebras when the cochains are multiplicative, providing lap: C(Ap x X)+ 
C(X) is a homomorphism of C(X)-modules. 
For our main theorem we shall consider only a special class of cosimplical spaces. Suppose 
that {P,},,A is an inverse system of spaces, i.e. A is a partially ordered set and there are given 
compatible maps P@+P, whenever a s/3. Then there is a cosimplicial space Z with Z,, = 
II P%. (Its realization is often called the “homotopical inverse limit” of the system.) 
(I@-..2K 
PROPOSITION (5.3) (Anderson[l]). In the foregoing situation if A is finite and each P, is 
n-connected, where n is the dimension of the nerve of A, then the natural map /C(Z)] + C(JZl) is 
a cohomology equivalence. 
(Of course the nerve of A means the simplicial set whose p-simplexes are the chains 
a05. * * Ia, in A.) 
COROLLARY (5.4). If U is a finite open covering of X with nerve C, and Ti( Y) = 0 for 
i I dim 2, then jC( Y’)l+ C( Y”‘) is a cohomology equivalence. 
The proof of (5.3) will be postponed to 07. 
Without any more work we can now obtain a result for the space of sections of a bundle. 
First recall [ 141 that to an open covering { Ua}aEs of a space X is associated a simplicial space 
Xz called its thickened nerve, defined by 
There is a natural map IT: ]Xz]+X, which is a homotopy equivalence if X is paracompact. 
Now let p : E + X be a map, and let I, be the space of sections of p over U,. {I,} is an 
inverse system of spaces, to which is associated the cosimplicial space Iz. We have the 
tautology. 
PROPOSITION (5.5). The realization of TX is the space of sections of n*E, the pull-buck of E by 
7r: lXzl+X. 
COROLLARY (5.6). If p: E + X is a Hurewict @ration and X is puracompuct then Ir,l= T’(E), 
the space of sections of E. 
If we now choose the covering U contractible the spaces I, from which Ix is formed are 
all homotopy equivalent to fibres of E+X, and (5.3) and (5.6) give a cochain complex for T(E) 
providing the covering is finite and of dimension less than the connectivity of the fibres. But 
because the spaces F, are infinite-dimensional it will be convenient to replace II by an 
equivalent but very much smaller cosimplical space, constructed as follows. 
For any subset u of S such that U, is non-empty let U” denote ,fD U,, the star of U,. This 
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is contractible if c/ is a contractible covering. Let E” = p-‘(V). Then (E”} is an inverse 
system of spaces. It defines a cosimplicial space E’ which is the model we are seeking. It is 
comparable in size with the cosimplicial space Y” for a mapping space. The essential property 
of EZ follows from 
PROPOSITION (5.7). If p: E +X is a Hurewicz fibration on a paracompact base, and iJ is a 
contractible covering of X then there is a transformation of inverse systems {E”} -+ {r,} such 
that E” +Ta is a homotopy equivalence for each u. 
Proof. Consider the relation- on X defined by x - y if and only if x and y both belong to a 
single set U, of the covering U. A slicing function (cf. [121) for the bundle E is a family of 
homotopy equivalences TX,, : E, + EY defined when x - y and depending continuously on (x, y). 
(Here E, means p-‘(x).) It is easy to see that any Hurewicz fibration on a paracompact base 
admits a slicing function with respect to any contractible covering. Using it one defines E” + r, 
by associating to e E E, the section whose value at y is TIye. That is possible because if x E Cr” 
and y E U, then x - y. The naturality with respect to (T is immediate. 
COROLLARY (5.8). If X has a finite contractible covering of dimension n, and E+ X is a 
Hurewicz fibration whose fibres are n-connected, then there is a cohomology equivalence 
IC(E’)I + C(r(E)). 
To deduce the corollary from the preceding proposition one needs the following lemma, 
which we will use repeatedly. It is the analogue of a familiar property [15, (A. l)] of the 
realization of simpliciai spaces. 
PROPOSITION (5.9). If C-, C’ is a morphism of simplicial cochain complexes such that 
C, + CA is a cohomology equivalence for each p then ICI + ICI”/ is a cohomology equivalence. 
Proof. The realization [Cl of a simplicial cochain complex is the direct limit of its 
“skeletons” Ia? where ICI,, is the total complex of the truncated bicomplex 
(Cl) + c, +. . . + cn). Because cohomology commutes with direct limits it is enough to show 
lCln +IC’l,, is an equivalence for each n. But [Cl,, fits into a short exact sequence O-+ICI,,_,+ 
ICI,, + c,, +O of cochain complexes, so by induction and the five lemma it is enough to show 
c, + CA is an equivalence. This follows from the lemma. 




where d,‘li;. ‘d is a copy of Cn+ 
86. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold which has a finite covering U by geodesically convex 
open sets. If A4 is either compact or the interior of a compact manifold with boundary it has 
such a covering, as any covering by sufficiently small geodesic disks will do[4]. 
Let P be the principal bundle of M, “with group O,, and let E be the associated bundle 
whose fibre is the O,-manifold F constructed in 03. 
PROPOSITION (6.1). The Gelfand-Fuchs algebra A(M) has the homotopy type of the space of 
sections of E (over the complex numbers). 
This means of course that A(M) is linked to the complex cochain algebra of I’(E) by a 
sequence of homomorphisms of cochain algebras (unfortunately not all going in the same 
direction) each of which is a cohomology equivalence. 
In 95 we showed that a suitable cochain algebra for the space of sections is given by the 
realization of the simplicial algebra Q(E’), where E’ is the cosimplical space associated to the 
contractible covering U. Proposition (5.8) applies because the fibre F is 2n-connected when M 
is n-dimensional. (Homotopically F is the fibre of the inclusion of the Zn-skeleton of SU,, in 
BU,.) One can use the differential forms on E’ as cochains by (5.9), for each term of E’ is a 
finite dimensional manifold. 
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The contractible covering U can also be used to decompose the Gelfand-Fuchs cochains 
A(M). Because A is a covariant functor for immersions one can apply it to the thickened nerve 
MZ described in 95 to obtain a simplicial cochain algebra A(&) with an augmentation to A(M). 
PROPOSITION (6.2). The augmentation induces a cohomology equivalence 
IA( +- A(M). 
The proof of (6.2) will be given in OS. In fact a familiar argument with a partition of unity 
shows that the simplicial algebra A(&) is a resolution of A(M), and (6.2) would follow 
immediately if there were not considerable difficulties with convergence. 
Granting (6.2) our task is to relate the simplicial algebras A(&) and f&E’). For each point p 
of the principal bundle P of M, i.e. each frame in the tangent bundle, there is an exponential 
map exp, : R” + M because U, is geodesically convex this gives us an identification of U, with 
an open set of R” for each point of P,,, the part of the principal bundle over U,. Thus P,, can be 
thought of as a family of embeddings of U, in R”, and P” = U Pa as a family of embeddings 
aEu 
of U, in R”. The map P” x U, +R” is equivariant with respect to the action of On on P” and 
R”. From 94 it induces a cochain homomorphism A( U,)+fl(P”; A(R”))basic. 
On the other hand E” = (P” x F)/O,, so fi(E”) can be identified with Q(P” X F)basic, i.e. 
with fl(P”; R(F))b,,i,. Recalling from 03 the O,-homomorphisms A(R”) +- A -+ a(F), we have 
a chain 
A( uo) + Q(P”; A(R”))bsic + R(P”; A& + fi(P”; fi(F)),,ic = R(E”), 
which is clearly natural with respect to u. 
All of these morphisms are cohomology equivalences. For P” = 0, X U” as O,-space 
(non-canonically), so the chain can be rewritten 
A(U,)~SZ(U”;A(R”))~~(U”;A)-,R(U”;,~(F))=S1(E”). 
Here the three terms of the form a( U”; B) are double complexes which (by de Rham’s 
theorem) can be thought of as resolutions of B, so that B +a( U”; B) is a cohomology 
equivalence, and the chain is equivalent to 
A( U,) + A(R”) + A + n(F), 
in which all the maps are equivalences-the first by (2.1). 
Natural transformations linking A( U,,) and fl(E”) are not exactly what is needed to link 
A(&) and fi(E”). We need rather a relation between A( f! U,) and n(IJE”), where u runs through 
the p-simplexes of the nerve of U. But II P” is a space of immersions of II U, in LIkR” (where k is the I3 lT 
the number of p-simplexes), and IJE” = {(llP”) x Fk}/G, where G = (O,)k. The foregoing 
D 
argument applies without change to this multiplied situation, providing one knows that the maps 
A(&R”) c AOk * f&F’) are cohomology equivalences. For the right-hand map this follows from 
the usual Kiinneth theorem, as F has finite dimensional cohomology. For the other, we saw in 92 
that there is an equivalence A&I’R”)+A(IlkR”). But A,&R”) = AO(Rn)@‘, which is equivalent 
to AQk by the Kiinneth theorem. 
Thus we have found equivalences linking A(&) and $l(E”), and so completed the proof of 
(6.1). 
97. PROOF OF (5.3) 
We have seen that for any cosimplicial space X there is a natural map IH*<X>l + H*((XI). 
We shall say that X converges when it is an isomorphism. 
The starting point of our proof is the “Eilenberg-Moore spectra1 sequence” [6]. This amount 
to the assertion that the cosimplicial space II associated to the diagram (X + 2 t Y), i.e. 
rI={xxY~XxZxY3xxZxzxY+~}, 
converges providing the space Z is connected and simply connected. The realization of II is the 
homotopical fibre product of X and Y over Z, which we shall denote by XT~Y. One should 
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observe that the hypothesis on 2 implies that the total complex ]H*(II)] involves only finitely 
many HP+‘(lIp) in each total dimension r, for HP”(lIp) will consist of degenerate elements 
when p > r. 
If now X -+ 2 t Y is a diagram of cosimplicial spaces instead of spaces then the foregoing 
II will be a bi-cosimplicial space. It has a total realization III] which can be formed either by 
realizing the columns first, giving ]X]rtzJY], or else by realizing the rows first, giving ]X7rzY]. 
That is to say, the realization of cosimplicial spaces commutes with homotopical fibre products. 
LEMMA (7.1). If the cosimplicial spaces X, Y, 2 converge then XQY converges, providing 
(i) 121 and each 2, is connected and simply connected, and 
(3 1x1, IYl, I4 an each X,, Yp, 2, are of finite type, d 
i.e. their cohomology is finitely generated in each dimension. 
Proof. One realizes in two ways the bi-simplicial graded abelian group {C,,} with C,, = 
H*(X, x Zqp-' x Y,), and applies the Eilenberg-Moore theorem to each row. One needs to 
know that the product of convergent cosimplicial spaces is convergent. That is true because 
]H*(X x Y)J = ]H*(X) @ H*(Y)] = ]H*(X)] @ ]H*( Y)( by the Kiinneth theorem and the Eilen- 
berg-Zilber theorem respectively. Using the Kiinneth theorem makes the hypotheses of finite 
type necessary, but ihey could be avoided by considering homology instead of cohomology. (One 
assumes the coefficients are a field to apply the Ktinneth theorem, but can then immediately remove 
the assumption.) 
Now suppose that I: is a simplicial set and u * Qa is a covariant functor from the simplexes 
of 2 to spaces. There is a cosimplicial space 
The situation of (5.3) is the particular case where ); is the nerve of the partially ordered set A, 
and the functor is [(Y,, I. - - 5 ap] - P,,,. Using (7.1) we propose to prove Qz is convergent by 
induction on the number of nondegenerate simplexes in 2. 
If x is the union of two simplicial sets 2’ and x2 whose intersection is Z” then the 
cosimplicial space Qz is the fibre-product of Qz’ and Qz* over Q”‘. We should like to apply 
(7.1) to show that Q’ converges if the Qzi do. The fibre-product of Q”’ and Qz’ over Qr” maps 
to their homotopical tibre-product by a map which is obviously a homotopy equivalence at each 
level, so (7.1) can be applied providing the fibre-product and the homotopical fibre-product of 
IQ”‘] and ]Q’2j over IQ”“] are equivalent. For this it suffices for IQ”‘] + IQ”“] to be a fibration, 
which is easily seen to be the case. (Strictly speaking, one ought to say that a cosimplicial space 
of the type of Qz is good (cf. [15] App. A) in the sense that its degeneracy maps are fibrations, 
and a map of good cosimplicial spaces induces an equivalence of their realizations of it is an 
equivalence at each level.) 
The connectivity hypotheses in (7.1) will hold for Qzi providing each Q= is n-connected and 
n > dim 2’. If so then the finiteness hypotheses will hold providing each Q0 is of finite type, and 
C’ is finite, i.e. has only finitely many non-degenerate simplexes. 
Thus for a finite simplicial set S to prove Qz converges it is enough, by induction, to show 
that Q” converges, where 0 runs through the irreducible sub-simplicial-sets of z, which consist 
of the faces of a single non-degenerate simplex: In proving (5.3) the R which arise are the 
nerves of totally ordered sets A = {a, 5 al I - - - I ap}. Then IQ”] = Q,, and on the other hand 
H*(Q”) is a resolution of H*(Q,), for the simplicial homotopy which contracts n induces a 
chain homotopy contracting H*(p) to H*(Q,). The completes the proof of (5.3). 
88. PROOF OF (6.2) 
If one has a double complex with augmentation 
-i_ i i 1 
A2tC02tC,2tC22+... 
T t t t 
A’ t Co’ c C,’ t C2’ t . - . 
t t t t 
A”tCootC,0tC20~~~- 
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such that each row is an exact sequence, then A has the same cohomology as the “infinite total 
complex” whose cochains in dimension r are the product $ Crq+‘. This is not the total complex > 
in the sense we are using, for we take the direct sum rather than the product. Apart from this 
dilhculty Proposition (6.2), which concerns the augmented double complex with AP = AP( M) 
and Cqp = AP(MZ,q), where Mz,~ is the @h space of the simplical space A4r, would be almost 
trivial, for the rows form exact sequences by a standard argument using a partition of unity. 
To deal with this “convergence” problem we shall use the Gelfand-Fuchs filtration on the 
cochain algebra A(M). An element of AP(M) is a distribution on the product of p copies of M. 
We say it has filtration rk if its support is.contained in Mkp, the subset of points (xl,. . ., x,) of 
MP such that at most k of the Xi are distinct. If A{(M) denotes the cochains of filtration Sk 
then 
0 = Aop(M) C A,P(M) C . 3 9 C A,‘(M) = AP(M). 
Suppose that for some k we form an augmented double complex by applying the functor Ak 
instead of A to the augmented simplicial space Mr + M. We shall prove 
(a) each row is degenerate above dimension dk, where d = dim (C), and 
(b) each row is an exact sequence. 
The statements (a) and (b) imply that JAk(MJ + Ak(M) is a cohomology equivalence, 
because the normalized double complex associated to Ak(Mx) has then only kd + 1 non-zero 
columns. But taking the union for all k we deduce that IA(Mz A(M) is an equivalence, 
proving (6.2). 
Proof of (a) (cf. [5, (4.18)]. Let F be a covariant functor from smooth manifolds and 
immersions to abelian groups. We shall say that F is of degree Sk if for any manifolds 
X1, . . ., X, (with m 1 k) the natural map 
is surjective. The functor AkP is obviously of degree k. 
If U = { U,},,S is an open covering of A4 the simplicial space Mr is defined by Mz,~ = 
l_I U,,. The dimension of 8 is the largest d such that there is a chain a0 < u1 < - * - < ad of 
O~~‘..SO, 
subsets of S with U,, non-empty, i.e. such that Mr is degenerate above dimension d. 
LEMMA (8.1). If F is of degree k the simpliciul vector space F(Mx) is degenerate above 
dimension kd, where d = dim(Z). 
Proof. Suppose 4 > kd. In dimension qF(Mr) is F( IJ U,), where c runs through the chains 
c=(ao<*** I aq) of 2, and U, denotes U,,. So each element of it is a sum of elements coming 
from F( U,, Ll. . . LI UC,) for some chains cl,. . . , Q. Bit each chain ci has no more than d non-zero 
steps, so there must be at least one j such that the jth step of Ci is zero for each i. Then all of 
F(U$* - - LI UC,> is in the image of the jth degeneracy operation. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of (b). We have to construct a filtration-preserving contracting homotopy of the 
simplicial vector space AP(Mz). 
The simplicial space A4z comes from a finite open covering {U,,},+S of M. By choosing a 
shrinkage {UA} of {U,}, i.e., 0; C U,, one obtains a sub-simplicial space Mi of Mr. The 
complex AP(Mx) consists of distributions with compact support on the spaces of (A~x)~, so it is 
the union of the AP(Mt) for all shrinkages {Ug of {U,}. It will therefore stice for us to 
give a filtration-preserving null-homotopy of the inclusion AP(Mi) + AP(Ms). 
Now for any manifold M AP(M) is the invariant subspace under an action of the pth 
symmetric group Yp in a larger space BP(M) obtained by omitting the alternating condition on 
cochains. Taking Yp-invariants is an exact functor, so it will s&ice for us ‘to give a null- 
homotopy of BP(A4$)+ BP(&). 
If m=(((r,,. . ., a,,) is a p-tuple of subsets of S let U,, denote U,, x . . . x U& The set of such 
p-tuples 7~ is partially ordered set ll such that P 5 d j U,, C U,.. The sth term of the 
simplicial space (Mz)p is 
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and the action of .YP on (Mz)~ comes from its action on II. We define 17; similarly, using the 
shrinkage {U:} of {U,}. 
For each 7~ E II define W,, = U,, - U up. Then { Wr} is an open covering of MP. for if 
pZ=n 
x E MP then x E W,, where 7r = inf (p: x E Up}. Let {(p,} be a partition of unity subordinate to 
(W,,}. The vector space BP(Mi,J is spanned by elements which can be denoted [roe, . . . 7~~; f], 
where 7rOI...5 rTTq in II, and f is a distribution with compact support in Cl&. Then 
a: BP(M&,) + BP(M&) 
is given by 
a[7ioe - . n,; f] = C(-l)‘[ao * . * 7jj * * - 7rs; f]. 
We define the desired chain-homotopy 
h: By-+ BP(Mi,,+d 
This makes sense because if ro> 7~ the sets W, and U& are disjoint, and qDf = 0. It is trivial 
that ah + ha is the inclusion; so h is a null-homotopy. The crucial point is to show that if 
[PO”’ ~~ ; f] has filtration k then so does [n7ro . * * ‘R,; cpf], and for this to hold one must 
choose the partition {(pm} appropriately. The condition needed is that for every x E 
supp(q?,) C MP, and every g E Yp such that gx = x, one has gn = ?r. That is, one needs 
supp(cp,) c w;= w, - u (MP)g. 
g?l=77 
But { Wk} is an open covering of MP, for if x E MP and P = inf(p: x E UP} then x E W;. So (9,) 
can be chosen subordinate to { Wk}, and the proof is complete. 
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